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ABSTRACT

1.

Point-to-point traffic has emerged as a widely used communications paradigm for cyber-physical systems and wireless sensor networks in industrial settings. However, existing point-to-point communication protocols often entail substantial overhead to find and maintain reliable routes. In
recent research, protocols that rely on the phenomenon of
constructive interference have thus emerged. They allow to
quickly, efficiently, and reliably flood packets to the entire
network. As all nodes in the network need to (re-)broadcast
all packets in such protocols by design, substantial energy is
consumed by nodes that do not even contribute to the actual
point-to-point transmission. We propose a novel point-topoint communication protocol, called RFT, which attempts
to discover the most reliable route between a source and
a destination. To achieve this objective, RFT selects the
minimum number of participating nodes required to ensure
reliable communications while allowing all other devices in
the network to sleep. During data transmissions, the nodes
on the direct route as well as all helper nodes broadcast the
data packets and exploit the benefits of constructive interference in order to reduce end-to-end latency. Nodes which
are neither part of the direct route nor helpers go to sleep
mode, which helps to reduce network energy consumption
significantly. Our extensive evaluation in a real sensor network testbed shows that RFT can reduce network energy
consumption by up to 82.5% compared to a state-of-the-art
approach whilst achieving a similar end-to-end transmission
reliability.

An increasing number of real-world Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) deployments rely on point-to-point communications between sensors or actuators. Especially in factory environments, sensor nodes often need to directly relay control information to actuator nodes. For example,
in [19], wireless temperature and pressure sensors are attached to pipes and need to report their readings to specific
actuators (e.g., valves or sinks) within certain time bounds
for reasons of safety and productivity. The emerging Internet of Things (IoT) technology features heterogeneous
devices, which makes reliable and energy efficient point-topoint communications even more important in the future.
Existing data transmission protocols that support pointto-point traffic (such as [16, 15, 20]) require sensor nodes to
maintain network state information (e.g., link quality estimations, routing and neighbor table entries, etc) and to be
compliant with a specific channel access protocol, both of
which involve significant control overhead. In contrast, recent works based on synchronized transmissions ([8, 7]) have
shown that a significant amount of energy can be saved by
eliminating this overhead while achieving very high end-toend transmission reliabilities. To this end, techniques like
constructive interference and the exploitation of the capture
e↵ect (introduced in detail in Section 3) are being widely
used.
The work presented in [8] and [7] introduces and implements these techniques for network-wide flooding in WSNs.
However, flooding data to all devices is unnecessary for pointto-point communications, as it leads to significant energy
consumption. Sparkle [22] is one solution to address this issue by exploiting the capture e↵ect to identify a set of paths
between a source and a destination, and by allowing nodes
which are not part of any path to switch to sleep mode.
However, the capture e↵ect is unable to guarantee the link
quality of the identified paths. In order to maintain transmission reliability, Sparkle combines multiple paths for data
transmission and identifies alternative paths if packet loss
is experienced. However, how to select the optimal number
of good quality paths in Sparkle is not a trivial question to
answer. This is because the discovery of additional paths
which may potentially improve end-to-end transmission reliability incurs overheads. This overhead can be particularly
profound when the radio environment is noisy.
We address this challenge by proposing a novel protocol
called the Reinforcement protocol or RFT for short. Instead of searching for new paths whenever the path relia-
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3. We implement RFT and conduct extensive evaluations
on the Indriya WSN testbed [3]. The results show that
RFT achieves up to 82.5% energy savings compared
to the state-of-the-art approach (Sparkle) while maintaining similar Packet Reception Rates (PRRs) in a
range of di↵erent settings.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes related work. Subsequently, we revisit the
technical background in constructive interference and capture e↵ect in Section 3. We provide the overview of RFT
in Section 4, which is followed by its detailed description in
Section 5. We evaluate RFT extensively in a large scale realworld WSN testbed in Section 6, and conclude in Section 7.
Figure 1: Design space for efficient point-to-point
communication protocols based on synchronized
transmissions.
bility drops unexpectedly, paths identified by RFT are immediately reinforced by means of helper nodes that assist in
maintaining high reliability. Like the aforementioned solutions, RFT relies on constructive interference in data transmissions to achieve a high transmission reliability. Its operation is similar to Sparkle, although di↵ering in one major
regard: RFT exploits both capture e↵ect and link quality
control to identify a single path between a source and a
destination, and at the same time RFT also automatically
identifies a set of neighboring nodes along the path, which
assist in forwarding data by exploiting constructive interference. This novel neighbor selection algorithm, which we call
NeighborFinder, is unique to RFT and essential to achieve
its high path reliability.
Fig. 1 shows the design space for efficient point-to-point
communication protocols based on synchronized transmissions that strive for both high energy efficiency and high
reliability. Existing solutions such as Glossy [8] and Low
Power Wireless Bus [7] are reliable but consume a significant
amount of energy. Sparkle, if identifying only one path, is
energy efficient but also unreliable. In turn, when Sparkle
combines a set of paths it is more reliable but no longer as
energy efficient. RFT tries to strike a balance (i.e., find a
“sweet spot”) between reliability and energy efficiency.
The contributions of this paper include:
1. We propose RFT, an energy efficient and reliable communication protocol for point-to-point transmissions
in WSNs. RFT exploits the capture e↵ect and constructive interference in order to reduce the communication overhead and achieve a high end-to-end transmission reliability while also keeping its energy demand low.
2. RFT introduces a new path identification method which
combines capture e↵ect and link quality control techniques to find reliable paths. To this end RFT features the NeighborFinder algorithm, which leverages
the capture e↵ect to efficiently identify the best suited
helper nodes by assigning di↵erent transmission power
levels. These helper nodes reinforce data transmissions
along the primary path by exploiting constructive interference. We demonstrate that this strategy has a
fast converge time (one to two second only in our evaluation) and is energy efficient.

2.

RELATED WORK

Pioneering work in [8] proposed the Glossy architecture,
which exploits constructive interference in WSNs and provides low latency, highly reliable and microsecond-level network synchronization by flooding the network. LWB [7] is
based on Glossy and proposes a universal data bus that efficiently supports many-to-many traffic patterns by networkwide flooding. Another approach, P 3 [2], exploits constructive interference and multiple channels to establish a packet
pipeline and achieves an end-to-end throughput close to the
theoretical capacity bound. RushNet [13] exploits transmission power di↵erences and capture e↵ect to achieve high
throughput for both realtime and delay-tolerant traffic in
saturated networks. Chaos [11] uses capture e↵ect to implement an all-to-all data sharing primitive for WSNs. Chaos
also exploits in-network processing/aggregation to further
increase communication efficiency. In contrast to the aforementioned protocols, RFT has been designed to improve the
communication efficiency for point-to-point communications
in WSNs. To be specific, RFT uses capture e↵ect to identify
a reliable primary path between a source and a destination.
Additionally, nodes in the immediate neighborhood of the
primary relays are identified as helpers. The primary relays
together with the helpers use constructive interference to
increase the transmission reliability.
Protocols have also been proposed to utilize constructive
interference for point-to-point communications. For example, PEASST [10] combines the Lower-Power Probing (LPP)
presented in Koala [15] with the concept behind Glossy to
support multiple traffic flows. It selectively wake up nodes
and utilizes Glossy to deliver data. However, PEASST requires that nodes perform Clear Channel Assessment (CCA)
checks to detect potential other concurrent transmissions
and back o↵ when needed, which incurs extra overhead and
latency and has the potential to decrease transmission reliability. Forwarder Selection [1] uses a node’s hop count as
the metric to measure the distance between a source and a
destination. It selects a set of nodes that do not increase
hop count as relay nodes. Forwarder Selection uses part of
the network for data delivery and can reduce energy consumption by approximately 30% compared to Glossy [8].
Sparkle [22] aims to further cut down network energy consumption. For this purpose, it relies on the capture e↵ect
to identify relay nodes that receive packets with the highest
Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) and thus increase the transmission reliability. Sparkle spends much energy on the path
identification. RFT improves the path discovery process
by identifying potential helper nodes, which will be used

to increase the reliability of data transmissions based on
constructive interference. Other neighbor selection methods have been exploited for improving network throughput
and energy consumption [9]. However, methods based on
exchanging beacons and acknowledgments in order to identify neighbors no doubt lead to a significant communication
burden. The NeighborFinder algorithm in RFT, in contrast,
requires measurably less communication overhead.

3.

TECHNICAL BACKGROUND

In this section we provide the overview of two physical
layer phenomena, constructive interference and capture effect, which play a key role in our work.

3.1

Capture Effect

Another physical layer phenomenon related to concurrent transmissions is capture e↵ect [12], which enables a
node to correctly receive the packet with the highest signal strength when multiple simultaneous transmissions are
being detected at the same time. Reference [6] shows that
capture e↵ect performs best if the strongest signal is at least
3 dB more powerful than the sum of all other signals. One of
the key di↵erences between capture e↵ect and constructive
interference is that the packets being transmitted simultaneously can be di↵erent for the capture e↵ect to take place,
whereas they need to be identical in case of constructive interference. Furthermore, the strongest signal needs to arrive
within a more relaxed bound of 160 µs (vs. 0.5 µs for constructive interference) after the first (weaker) signal arrives.
RFT exploits capture e↵ect for the identification of the primary routing path. In summary, RFT exploits the capture
e↵ect for path and helper node identification, as well as constructive interference of the relay nodes and helper nodes
along the path to increase data transmission reliability and
energy efficiency.
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Figure 2: The structure of RFT. See Section 5.1
and 5.2 for the details of Path Identification and
Neighbor Selection modules, respectively.

Constructive Interference

Constructive interference occurs when two or more identical packets are being transmitted at the same time and
arrive at a receiver within at most 0.5 µs of each other. The
concurrent transmission of packets increases the strength of
the superimposed signal, and thus the decoding probability at the receiver. Concurrent transmissions were traditionally considered harmful because of the resulting risk of
packet collisions [14]. However, Glossy [8] has successfully
shown that concurrent transmissions could in fact be helpful
and increase transmission reliability. Although Glossy can
perform network-wide flooding of identical packets fast and
reliably, later work showed that the positive e↵ect of concurrent transmissions does not scale linearly as the number
of concurrent transmitters increases [4]. Furthermore, network energy consumption will increase proportionally to the
number of active nodes. Therefore, RFT activates a limited
number of helper nodes at each hop in the point-to-point
routing path to increase data packet transmission reliability
by exploiting constructive interference while also achieving
energy efficiency.

3.2

!

THE RFT PROTOCOL

In this section we will describe the architecture of RFT.
As outlined in Fig. 2, RFT initially identifies a single path
between a source and a destination. Once the path has been

established, the second operational phase selects neighbors
(helpers) along the identified path in order to reinforce it and
cater to the reliability requirement. Moreover, RFT features
a Destination Feedback module to constantly observe the
end-to-end Packet Reception Rate (PRR) and adapt to the
changing path reliability if necessary.
Please note that RFT’s Path Identification module attempts to select a single “best” path between a source and a
destination. Since our focus is on ensuring reliability, a node
is selected as a relay only if the Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI, which is a popular hardware proxy for SNR
[17]) of received packets is higher than a pre-defined threshold H. In summary, the end-to-end path is composed of
individual hops that exhibit RSSI values in excess of the
threshold H.
The Neighbor Selection module is responsible for selecting suitable neighboring nodes for each relay node along
the path identified earlier as helper nodes using the NeighborFinder algorithm. The main novelty in NeighborFinder
is the combination of a transmission power adjustment with
the exploitation of the capture e↵ect to find helper nodes.
All nodes on the point-to-point path, i.e., intermediate nodes,
identify a number of helper nodes locally by adjusting transmission power levels of their neighbors. Based on the link
quality of every hop in the identified path, the intermediate nodes define the number of helper nodes automatically.
Helper nodes in this paper are limited to the one-hop neighbors of the intermediate nodes, which are able to receive and
forward data packets concurrently with intermediate nodes
at the same hop distance. The concurrent packet transmissions from intermediate and helper nodes are thus being
used to increase the link quality and improve the reliability
by leveraging constructive interference.
The actual Data Transmission module follows a two-stage
design and is comprised of the test stage and the operation
stage. Every newly identified path is first tested for a short
period in the test stage. RFT will use the identified path
for a longer period during the operation stage, provided it
is reliable (i.e., if the end-to-end PRR is equal or above a
predefined threshold N ). On the other hand, if the path
is unreliable (i.e., if the PRR is smaller than N ), RFT will
trigger the Path Identification module again to find a better path. The threshold N is 90% in our implementation.
Triggering the Path Identification module is implemented
within the scope of the Destination Feedback module. As
the radio transceivers of all the nodes in the network are
turned on concurrently, the destination node disseminates

the stage transition decision to the whole network quickly
using Glossy.
By leveraging constructive interference, a fine-grained (e.g.,
on the order of microseconds) network time synchronization
is also catered for. Similar to LWB [7], RFT floods a synchronization packet in the network every second. For the
actual data transmissions, RFT employs a static Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) mechanism with equal-sized
time slots. During data transmissions, most of the nodes in
the network (i.e., all devices apart from source, destination,
nodes on the identified path, and helpers) turn o↵ their radio transceivers in order to lower their energy consumption.
Moreover, the TDMA mechanism inherently enables RFT
to support multiple data flows. When required, a coordinator node can schedule data flows in di↵erent time slots or
using di↵erent channels in the same slots. Without loss of
generality, however, we focus on finding a reliable path for
one data flow in this paper.

5.

RFT: DETAILED MECHANISMS

In this section we will provide more details of the major
RFT modules, as visualized in Fig. 2.

5.1

Path Identification

As introduced in Section 2, Sparkle proposes a method to
establish a routing path between a source and a destination
based on the capture e↵ect. While this is efficient, the identified path may be unreliable and potentially experience high
packet losses (experimental results for PRR values collected
in testbed experiments are shown in Table 1).
The detailed Path Identification protocol is described as
follows. Initially, RFT uses Glossy to synchronize all nodes
in the network. In practice, the source broadcasts a path
identification packet containing two vectors for node identifiers and RSSI samples. The node ID vector is used to store
the identifiers of all nodes which have relayed the packet.
The RSSI value vector is being used to log the link quality of every hop. The motes allocate statically two arrays
with ten entries for the vectors, although this size allocation
can easily be adapted to the expected network diameter and
path length.
Before transmitting the path identification packet, the
source adds its own ID into the node ID vector before the
broadcast. Following the broadcast by the source node, each
node that receives a path identification packet will analyze
the RSSI value of the packet. If the RSSI is higher than
threshold H, the node will add its own ID and the RSSI
value to the node ID and RSSI value vectors, respectively,
before re-broadcasting the packet. Otherwise, it will drop
the packet.
Once the first identification packet has arrived at the destination, the stored node IDs are chosen as the identified
path. Since paths with weak wireless links (i.e., low RSSI
values) have been dropped by the intermediate nodes in previous step, this first arrival path also consists of strong wireless links only. Based on the RSSI vector in the received path
identification packet, the required number of helper nodes
for each intermediate hop along the path is determined, as
explained in Section 6. Finally, the newly established path
is activated, i.e., the nodes are notified of their role and
prompted to identify helpers in order to reinforce the link
quality of that path. To this end, the destination floods
an activation packet, which includes the nodes along the se-
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Figure 3: Example of Path Identification.
lected path and the number of required helper nodes at each
hop. The chosen nodes listed in the activation packet will
mark themselves as relay nodes and initiate the neighbor selection to reinforce that path, as will be discussed in detail
in Section 5.2.
Since the path identification packets, which carry node
ID and RSSI values of intermediate nodes, are di↵erent for
di↵erent paths, the path discovery process can exploit the
capture e↵ect. Fig. 3 shows an simple example of path identification process. The nodes in the figure are grouped into
three categories. The node in Group 0 (i.e., source node S),
can directly communicate with the nodes in Group 1 (i.e., A,
C, and E), and vice versa. Similarly, the nodes in Group 1
can directly communicate amongst each other as well with
all nodes in Groups 0 and 2, and so on. After node S
has broadcast the Path Identification packet, all nodes in
Group 1 will rebroadcast the packet simultaneously after
adding their own IDs and RSSI values. As outlined before,
constructive interference is inherently disabled due to the
di↵ering packet contents, however the capture e↵ect will still
ensure only the strongest links are eventually considered. Although the Path Identification packet received directly from
Node A arrives destination Node D the first, Node D will
drop the packet because its RSSI value is smaller than the
predefined threshold H, which implies that a segment of the
Path S ! A ! D, e.g., A ! D, is a weak wireless link.
Instead, Node D will select the Path Identification packet
from Node B (received shortly after the first Path Identification packet) and choose Path S ! A ! B ! D as the
data transmission path.
After the Path Identification process has completed, the
selected path may still contain unreliable links, whose RSSI
value barely exceeds H. To this end, RFT features a Neighbor Selection module to find a number of helper nodes to
improve the reliability of wireless transmissions via constructive interference, which will be introduced next. Prior
work [18, 21] has closely examined the relationship between
the PRR and RSSI in a WSN. Based on their findings, RFT
relies on the following three RSSI ranges to classify link qualities:
• Good Connectivity: As the RSSI varies between 76
dBm and 82 dBm, the PRR gradually drops from
100% to 85%. The link quality is mostly robust here.
• Grey Zone: When the RSSI varies between 83 dBm
and 90 dBm, the PRR generally exhibits a decreasing trend with some significant variations. This region
corresponds to variable link quality.

• Poor Connectivity: When the RSSI is lower than
90 dBm, the link quality is very poor with the PRR
almost equal to zero.
The RSSI threshold H is used to control the link qualities
in the path identification process. As shown by [18] and [21],
when receiving packets with RSSI values below 90 dBm
the underlying links are likely to provide poor connectivity.
At the same time, H should not be defined within the good
connectivity zone, as otherwise many redundant nodes may
be identified. We thus examine the selection of H in more
detail in Section 6.4, and choose a value of 90dBm unless
noted otherwise.
Corresponding to the aforementioned distinct RSSI zones,
we use the observations for configuring the number of potential helpers needed in RFT described. We establish a
mapping between the RSSI and the number of helper nodes
as follows: (i) one helper for RSSI values between 76 dBm
and 82 dBm; (ii) two helpers in grey zone connections,
i.e., between 83 dBm and 90 dBm; (iii) four helpers for
bad connections with RSSI values below 90 dBm. RFT
thus seeks to adapt the number helper nodes in accordance
with the link quality, in an e↵ort to maintain high reliability. Please note that these settings have been specified for
the Tmote sky nodes deployed in the testbed; while RFT is
suitable for operation on other hardware, the values need to
be adapted according to the specifications and capabilities
of the underlying hardware.

5.2

Neighbor Selection

After the Path Identification has completed, all relay nodes
have knowledge about the number of helpers needed, disseminated through the activation packet. The actual identification and selection of the determined number of neighbors,
i.e., the NeighborFinder algorithm, follows in this step. One
precondition needs to hold for the relay and helper nodes,
namely the relay node and the helpers for this relay should
have the same previous and next hop nodes. Only when
helpers are located at the same depth, all relays and helpers
at the given category can receive and forward packets simultaneously and thus enable the benefits of constructive interference. Moreover, the ideal helpers should be connected
with exactly three nodes: The local and two adjacent intermediate nodes from the previous and next hop (which
could also be the source or destination nodes). Only these
neighbors can be the qualified concurrent transmitters for
the relay nodes and strengthen the signal through the application of constructive interference.
To enable finding such helpers, all one-hop neighbors of
only relay nodes in the path need to set up and maintain
a Neighbor table and RSSI table to learn about potential
relays in their one-hop neighborhood and the quality of the
corresponding links, respectively. The hop counts of identified path are normally less than ten in our implementation,
so the two tables predefine ten entries for relay nodes, which
does not incur a large overhead in terms of packet sizes or
node memory. RFT thus locally establishes and stores a
Neighbor table and RSSI table and bases the identification
of additional helpers on the information stored therein.
We detail the operation of the NeighborFinder algorithm
next. Since nodes may have tens of neighbors in dense deployments (e.g., the Indriya testbed [3] used in our evaluations), the chance of collisions is high, reducing a node’s
chance to correctly decode a packet if all its neighbors simul-

taneously broadcast di↵erent packets using the same transmission power level. The reason for being unable to properly
decode the packet is simple: The highest signal will not be
3 dB higher than the sum of the others [6]. In order to
still identify helpers despite the potentially dense nature of
WSNs, NeighborFinder applies three steps to establish the
neighbor table, as shown in Fig. 4.
We provide more detail about the three main procedures
of NeighborFinder as follows. The first step is the neighbor
table establishment, for which all relays sequentially broadcast a Notice packet in di↵erent time slots to their one-hop
neighbors. The sequential nature of these messages is ensured by the TDMA mechanism of RFT. Upon reception of
this packet, the neighbors insert this relay node as an entry
into their neighbor table and log the corresponding RSSI
value in their RSSI table. Thus all one-hop neighbors of the
identified path have established a local table which stores
the identifiers and RSSI values of their one-hop neighbors.
The two tables are subsequently used for the computation of
TX power levels in the following neighbor selection process
step.
For the actual neighbor selection process, each relay node
iteratively broadcasts notification packets, requesting one
helper node at a time. Every one-hop neighbor then sends
back its ID. By ensuring that all responses are being transmitted at the same time, the capture e↵ect is again being
exploited to identify the strongest signal and thus the bestsuited neighbor. However, responses to the notification messages are not all transmitted at the same power level, but
potential helper nodes use a modified TX power setting (cf.
Fig. 4), which depends on their connectivity to other relays
along the initially identified path. On the one hand, our decision in favor of TX power control thus significantly reduces
the risk of potential collisions due to the shorter radio range.
On the other hand, neighbors with reliable connections to
multiple relays transmit at a higher power. This way, wellconnected neighbors increase their chances of being selected
as helpers.
The mapping that transforms the entries in the Neighbor
and RSSI tables into their assigned transmission power level
works as follows. The RSSI value of each entry is mapped
to a TX power level P0 based on the average signal strength
R of the received notification packets of the nodes along
the initially determined path. For values of R in the grey
zone (i.e., between 83 dBm to 90 dBm) the default TX
power level P is decreased by a value of . In the poor
connectivity range (i.e., for R below 90 dBm), double the
value of is subtracted from T in order to assign them even
less weight for a potential helper role. If the neighbor node
is only connected to two of three relay nodes, the mapped
TX power levels are further reduced, as shown in Fig. 4. In
the end multiple TX power levels P0 are averaged to P0 as
the modified TX power. Once all neighbors determine their
TX powers P0 based on their Neighbor and RSSI tables,
they concurrently transmit their IDs using this TX power
setting. The path identification process finds one helper at
a time, and relay nodes will repeat this process until the
number of helpers satisfies the requirements defined by the
Path Identification module.
The final step is the helper activation. The selected neighbors are informed of their status as helper nodes and activated in the following data transmission period. Fig. 5 shows
a typical procedure highlighting how the relay node B iden-
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Figure 4: Schematic diagram of the Neighbor Selection process. Neighbors
change their TX power based on the entries in their neighbor and RSSI tables.
In our implementation, the value of
has been set to 5 dBm.
!

tifies the helper H, which has reliable links with S, B, and
D.
All three steps are very fast and only need few transmission slots. One time slot t contains one reception and one
transmission based on Glossy [8]. In our implementation,
the duration of one slot has been set to 0.1 second. The
radio chip will be turned o↵ once nodes have transmitted
packets in each slot. Hence other duration settings are possible and no energy is being wasted when longer slots are
being used.
It is worth mentioning that we have also considered neighbors which are connected to two relays, such as nodes A and
C in Fig. 5. We decrease the TX power of this kind of nodes
by multiple
when computing P0 , because they are not
ideal helper nodes. But if no ideal helpers exist like H in
Fig. 5, the relative low P0 still gives such nodes A or C
opportunities to be identified as relay nodes. These nodes
are beneficial as cooperators in some situations. All values
used in Fig. 4 are based on the TI CC2420 transceiver, and
can be easily applied to other hardware with di↵erent RSSI
thresholds.
NeighborFinder algorithm is a general method for efficiently selecting neighboring nodes, which is useful for other
variant protocols, that focusing on energy balancing issues
as an example. Multiple methods of TX power mapping may
be applied for selecting specific neighbors, for instance, the
ones with more remaining battery energy, or the ones with
less allocated transmission tasks, etc.. In comparison to traditional methods like [9], which require multiple unicasts and
piggybacking messages algorithms, NeighborFinder enables
nodes to efficiently identify the best suited neighbors within
very short time. This is shown in Fig. 5 that just 3 concurrent transmissions (b) (c) (d) are needed for identifying a
neighbor.
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!

!

H" H" H"

S" S" S"

Figure 5: Example of the
Neighbor Selection process.
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Figure 6: Potential roles of helper nodes.

5.3

Benefits of Helpers
H" H" H"

S" S" S"
R" R" R"
D"
This section
studies
theD" D"benefits
of RFT theoretically. In
particular, we are focusing on the benefits to the end-toend reliability achieved by the addition of helper nodes. We
consider the simplified network structure in Fig. 6 to this
end. Node R stands for one identified relay and H for a
potential helper node.
When the relay selects a potential neighbor to help forward data packets, three potential situations may occur.
The most ideal situation is shown in Fig. 6(a), in which both
of the helper and the relay can receive the packets from S
and route these packets to D. Note that the link of the second hop (i.e., from R and H to D) entirely depends on the
positive e↵ects of constructive interference. In Fig. 6(b), the
relay can no longer forward data to D directly, but as relay
and helper can communicate with each other, the data can
still be routed using one additional hop. Note that a similar
scenario is also possible when the links S to R and H to
D su↵er from low reliability. Finally, the scenario depicted
in Fig. 6(c) shows a situation in which the helper can only
set up connections with two out of three nodes, leading to
a similar result as in the previous setting. Please note that
the last two cases will increase the hop count by one, which
can be illustrated in the experiment results (Fig. 7).

(a) Helper nodes behave all 3 cases.

(b) Helper nodes behave the first 2 cases.

Figure 7: Average hop counts of the helpers and relays in two instances. Blue squares represent helper nodes,
red circles are used to depict relay nodes. Nodes shown as empty black circles have never participated in any
data transmission.
In order to assess the occurrence likelihood of the situations depicted in Fig. 6, we have empirically determined
their occurrences on the Indriya testbed. Fig. 7 shows the
average hop count distances of the identified helpers and relays in two experiments. Helpers are mostly located at the
same distance as their corresponding relays, which means
they concurrently transmit packets and exploit constructive
interference to improve the end-to-end reliability. Since we
impose the restrictions on the link qualities when finding the
path at first, the relays and helpers can always receive packets simultaneously, like the ideal case shown in Fig. 6(a).
The helpers in some hops have shorter distance than the
relays. In Fig. 7(a) the relay node (node index 37) has the
average hop count 1.3 and helper nodes have 1.0. This observation confirms that the situation visualized in Fig. 6(c)
may indeed happen, although with low probability.

6.

EVALUATION

In this section we evaluate the performance of RFT by
conducting extensive experiments. All experiments were
conducted on the Indriya testbed [3], which comprises of
a network of over 100 TelosB sensor nodes deployed on multiple floors of a university building. The presence of human activity and co-located WiFi networks in the testbed
surroundings creates a realistic radio environment for our
experiments. We had access to 100 nodes during our experiments.

6.1

Experiment Setup

RFT is implemented in Contiki OS [5]. The processing
duration at each node is set to be 1,700 MCU clock cycles,
which corresponds to a processing time of 0.4 ms. It is sufficient for executing the neighbor table setup and making
reactive changes to the transmission power in RFT (as described in Section 5.2). The subsequent tasks such as the
path selection and the computation of the number of helpers
are executed after the nodes turn o↵ their radio. This allows
RFT to reduce its overall energy consumption.
We have also implemented the state-of-the-art point-topoint communication protocol Sparkle [22] as a benchmark.
We use similar durations of test phase and the operation
phases in Sparkle and RFT. To ensure that we have a multihop network topology in our experiments, the default transmission power of the TelosB nodes was set to P = -3 dBm.
Each experiment lasts over half hour, and more than ten
thousand data packets are transmitted by the source node in

Table 1: The comparison of the end-to-end packet
reception ratio of RFT(Single Path) and RFT
PRR (%) Variance
Single Path (RFT)

93.04

4.53

RFT

97.32

2.03

each experiment. Each experiment is furthermore repeated
at least 5 times at di↵erent times of the day (morning, afternoon, and night) to allow us to test the performance under
di↵erent radio conditions. In both protocols (i.e. Sparkle
and RFT), the data transmission rate is 9 packets per second. We set the PRR requirement threshold N is 90% which
is same with Sparkle.
Metrics: We consider the following four key performance
metrics: (a) Latency is the total time for a data packet to
make its way from the source node to the destination node;
(b) Energy consumption refers to the energy expended in the
entire network for transmission and reception of both data
and control packets. The energy consumption at a node is
estimated based on the radio-on time or radio duty cycle of
the node. The radio-on time is measured in software using
Energest provided by Contiki OS; and (c) Packet Reception
Rate (PRR), i.e., the percentage of packets received at the
destination.

6.2

Impact of Helpers

We first evaluate the impact of neighbor selection modules. We let RFT find the path without using the neighbor selection process, denoted as Single Path (RFT). Subsequently, we have executed the full-fledged version of RFT
using the threshold H to find helper nodes to further increase
the reliability. We compare Single Path (RFT) and RFT to
evaluate the benefits of the helper nodes in RFT. Table 1
shows how the neighbor selection mechanism helps RFT to
be more robust than the single path version; it achieves approximately 4% higher PRR values as well as a smaller PRR
variance. After examining the experiment logs, Single Path
(RFT) occasionally chose relatively weak links whose RSSI
values were insignificantly higher than the threshold H. On
the contrary, RFT exploited the helper nodes via constructive interference to increase wireless transmission reliability
and was able to achieve the high PRR consistently.

6.3

Impact of Packet Size
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Figure 9: The impact of the RSSI threshold (H).

Impact of RSSI Threshold H

We vary the H value between 98 dBm and 76 dBm to
investigate its impact on RFT. Fig. 9(a) shows that RFT
chooses more nodes as relay nodes as H increases because
more nodes are needed to form an end-to-end transmission
path. However, Fig. 9(b) shows that RFT choose smaller
numbers of helper nodes with high H values because the
identified data transmission paths have fewer number of
weak wireless links and fewer number helper nodes are needed
for RFT. In summary, a higher H value requires more relay
nodes but fewer helper nodes; on the contrary, a lower H
value requires fewer relay nodes but more helper nodes. As
a result, Fig 9(c) to (f) show that the values of H does not
have significant impact on network performance metrics.

6.5

Impact of

Value

We examine how the RSSI delta settings in the RFT
Neighbor Selection module a↵ects the e↵ectiveness of identifying neighbors as helper nodes. After the nodes have set
up their neighbor tables and RSSI tables as described in
Section 5.2, they will vary their TX powers in order to let
the relay nodes identify one best neighbor by means of the
capture e↵ect. The value of
is used to reduce the transmit power (cf. the protocol shown in Fig. 4). Fig. 10(c)
shows that RFT can find more helper nodes by using a larger
value of ; however, this has insignificant impact on PRR
(Fig. 10(a)) and the radio duty cycle (Fig. 10(b)) because
RFT is able to find reliable data transmission paths with a
small number of helper nodes. Therefore, we set
= 5 for
the rest of the paper.
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Next we investigate the impact of the packet size on the
performance of RFT. Large packets increase the duration
of the transmissions, which makes them easier to be interfered. We vary the packet size from 42 to 128 bytes, and
Fig. 8 shows that the average PRR is more than 97% for all
packet sizes and the packet sizes have insignificant impact
upon PRR because RFT exploits constructive interference
to increase wireless transmission reliability. The radio duty
cycle of the network and the end-to-end transmission latency
increase with an increase in the packet size because it takes
longer time to transmit larger size packets.
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Figure 11: The impact
of test and operation
phase durations.

Impact of Test and Operation Phase Durations

Herein, we investigate how the duration of the test and operation phases a↵ect the performance of RFT. We evaluate
three settings: 10 s / 100 s (i.e., 10 s for test phase and 100 s
for operation phase), 10 s / 1000 s, and the default value of
100 s / 1000 s. Results are shown in Fig. 11.
Fig. 11(a) shows that the PRR of RFT remains comparably steady, although a slight trend towards a better performance for longer test phase durations can be seen. Moreover, as observed from Fig. 11(b), the node duty cycle is consistently low for all settings, including when the test phase
is rather short (10s). Recall that RFT may be required to
find an alternate path at the end of the test phase if the
current path is unreliable. A low duty cycle suggests that
the overhead incurred due to any potential updates to the
primary path and subsequent neighbor selection is negligible. This result reinforces the energy efficient operation of
RFT.
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Figure 12: Impact of transmit power (network diameter), comparing RFT, Sparkle, and Single Path
(Sparkle).

We finally compare RFT against Sparkle, which proposes
a similar approach to achieve point-to-point communications. We compare the two protocols in two aspects: the
e↵ectiveness of path finding method and further test the
full function both protocols.

Evaluating the Primary Path

Both RFT and Sparkle use the capture e↵ect to find paths
between the source and destination. Their primary di↵erence during path identification is that RFT just identify
one primary path and also additionally ensures that each
hop along the selected path is reliable (by ensuring that the
RSSI of each link is above a threshold H).
In the first instance, we evaluate the benefit of this link
quality control employed by RFT during path identification.
For this we compare the end-to-end PRR for the primary
path identified by RFT (referred to as Single Path (RFT))
with that for a single path as identified by Sparkle (referred
to as Single Path (Sparkle)). Table 2 illustrates that Single Path (RFT) not only achieves higher reliability but also
exhibits lower variance than Single Path (Sparkle). This
demonstrates that the additional per-hop quality control
employed in RFT achieves better reliability.
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Single Path (Sparkle)
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Activated Nodes #

Table 2: Comparison of end-to-end PRR of Single
Path (Sparkle) and Single Path (RFT)
PRR (%) Variance

Comprehensive Comparison

Next, we compare the performance of RFT and Sparkle
in full function. We firstly test the two protocols under dif-

ferent network diameters. With a larger network diameter,
the paths are expected to be longer (i.e. include more hops)
which in turn may impact the reliability. To change the
network diameter, we vary the transmission power of the
TelosB nodes from 10 dBm to 0 dBm. The corresponding
resultant network diameters ranges from 4 to 7. We also
include Single Path (Sparkle) in our comparisons.
Fig. 12 shows that both RFT and Sparkle achieve high
reliability, with more than 90% PRR for di↵erent network
sizes. However, observe that the duty cycle (and thus energy consumption) for RFT is significantly lower than that
achieved by Sparkle. In fact, the duty cycle for RFT is as
low as a single path version of Sparkle. It demonstrates the
efficiency of the neighbor selection module which increases
the path reliability by additional neighbors without taking
much extra time. The trade-o↵ is that RFT incurs a slightly
higher latency than RFT. The reason is that RFT requires
a short data processing period for neighbor table setup and
reactive transmission power changes as mentioned in Section 6.1. Also observe that lower TX power settings (i.e.,
a larger network diameter) leads to longer paths and thus
increased latency and duty cycle with a slightly lower PRR
for both protocols. Fig. 13 shows one run experiment of
RFT and Sparkle for comparing their performance. RFT
activates less nodes and maintain the end-to-end reliability
over the satisfactory 90% level N at the end of experiment.
Even after the interference introduced at t = 200 s, RFT
re-identifies new paths and increase the reliability. The vertical dashed lines show the state transitions in Sparkle and
represent multiple work cycles in RFT (cf. Fig. 2).
In the experiments above, we tested the performance of
Sparkle and RFT for a single source-destination pair. Next,
we compare the performance of these two protocols for multiple source-destination pairs which span di↵erent nodes in
the testbed. This allows us to observe if the above results
can be generalized. We conducted 11 di↵erent experiments,
each of which uses a di↵erent source-destination pair in the
testbed. We also explicitly compare the energy consumption for forwarding control traffic and data traffic for both
protocols. The energy consumption is estimated by radio-on
times that clearly detail the used energy. As observed from
Fig. 14, both RFT and Sparkle achieve similar PRR values
across most source-destination pairs. However, as illustrated

8.
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Figure 14: Packet Reception Rate and energy consumption for multiple source-destination pairs.
in Fig. 14, RFT incurs significant lower energy expenditure
than Sparkle; in the best case scenario (node 17!127), the
overall energy consumption for RFT is 82.5% lower. When
just regarding the data transmission phase, the energy consumption of RFT reduces by an even larger degree, with
savings of 91.5%. Averaged over all 11 source-destination
pairs, RFT achieves 55.6% energy savings as compared to
Sparkle, and an average 75.6% energy savings when only
considering the actual data transmissions without any control overhead. Moreover, Sparkle also exhibits a higher variation in the energy demand between experiments. This can
be attributed to the fact that Sparkle frequently switches
between its di↵erent operating modes (e.g., flooding, using
the two most frequently used paths, and using one hundred
paths). The mode switches compensate for the unsteadiness of paths, although their presence is also reflected in the
significantly higher energy consumption overhead. When
Sparkle switches to other operating modes such as flooding
or using multiple paths then a greater number of nodes are
involved in forwarding traffic. However, in RFT the link
quality control and helper nodes are able to maintain the
high end-to-end reliability and keep energy efficiency.

7.

CONCLUSION

We have presented the RFT protocol, a lightweight and
fast communication protocol for point-to-point traffic in lowpower wireless sensor networks. Recent works have demonstrated the feasibility and benefits of concurrent transmissions, which leverage constructive interference and the capture e↵ect to increase the reliability of point-to-point data
traffic. While state-of-art approaches utilize many redundant nodes to achieve high reliability, they commonly also
incur a high energy requirement. RFT limits the number
of concurrently active devices by identifying reliable relay
nodes and applying its NeighborFinder algorithm to reinforce the reliability of those links through additional neighbors. Our thorough testbed evaluations have confirmed that
the consolidated paths achieve higher end-to-end reliability
and energy efficiency. In comparison to the state-of-the-art
Sparkle protocol, RFT can lead to energy savings of up to
82.5% while maintaining a high end-to-end reliability across
all scenarios.
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